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ar c hi t e ct u r e a s t he i r si de b y s id e l on g te r m co m p an i on . )

Essay topic:
Architecture's central task is the production of atmospheres. Discuss this statement with relation to
current debates on affect and sensibility.
Rephrased to:
Haptics: Senses and sensed; meta-perception; affect and sensibility and architectur e as their side by
side long term companion.
Abstract:
Essay, in two parts and several chapters, in argumentative flows and lyrical insertions, reveals my
concept of haptics. Although I start from and refer to several works on senses, perception, or ganisms
and envir onment executed by important philosophers, psychologists, pedagogues and anthropologists,
the gist of the essay is based on personal sensation, vivid experience of haptics. My writing should
not only introduce the new notion, but, fundamentally, illustrate it as an architectural depiction in the
project on Haptical Museum of Flor ence.

Preface
There have been innumerable debates and theories on human senses in Western culture, ever since
ancient Greeks. Theses on clarifying the notion 'sense', on classifying human senses, on division and
exclusion of senses. Counter-theses on fusion of senses: on washing down boundaries between
singular senses, between the sensor and the sensed. There have been classical works,
phenomenological works, Easter n philosophy works on senses.
But, do these writings suggest even further boundaries? Is there, coded or feared, a 'little note' about
'non-existence' of senses? Non-existence of 'them in the classical meaning': as much as there is an
existence of another mathematical world behind Euclidean geometry, that does, in extr eme, challenge
the classical existence of the first one?
If something that we will call 'r eality' for the lack of better terms, is different from the r eality
perceived (and it is the classical theor y that claims our perception is imperfect and we tend to belie ve mistakenly - the world is what we perceive of it (Gibson, 1983; Ingold 1992)), are our senses still
senses when unable to sense it? Are they divided to singular senses? Where did we gain the assurance
to classify them as five dividual entities? Especially when, ever since such classification, theories
emerged on overlapping and fusion of those 'individual' senses? And what is not our sense? Is not
our brain, certain part of our thinking , exploring not pr oducing , the sense of logic? Is quality of
explorator y logic different from quality of vision (when especially this ter m has been gifted with
double meaning , one referring to the idea?), is it a different unit? Is not our empathy or instinct, often
called the 'sixth sense', our sense? If instinct can be called a sense, logic may be too then, may it not?
If there exists a big ger whole, the 'r eality', is not the entire person a perfect device to sense it? The
'person' includes our memories, our aura, our friendships, everything 'ours'. The fragile 'r eality' to
be sensed flows through us. We make dialogue with it while being part of it. Eventually, we may be
able to understand the lines of our dialogue, monologue: to know. Devices get usually built in full
capacity - they only need to confor m to it.
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Part 1: "Haptics"
First Haptics
"A certain blue of the sea is so blue, that only blood would be mor e r ed." (Merleau-Ponty, 1968:
165, cf. Claudel).
When blood flows around me
and I see no blood
but I smell it
And when the sea transpires its salty odeour
and I smell no salt
but I hear it
Blue.
Vocabulary
In my essay the word 'haptics' is assigned the key role.
' Ha p ti c s ' as the word does not exist in general English, although in scientific language it is used for th e b ra nc h o f p sych o log y
th at i nv e st i ga te s cu t an eo u s s en s e d at a or t he s ci en c e th at d ea ls w i t h t he s en se o f to uc h . (Dictionary.com, 2009).

I understand the word haptics more broadly, coming from the Ancient Greek meaning.
H ap t i k ó s - able to grasp or perceive, equiv. to h áp ( te i n) to grasp, sense, perceive + - t i kos (Dictionary.com, 2009).
In my utilization the words haptics and haptical will not refer to tact, the sense of touching, more
than to any other 'senses'.
(Whenever I want to specifically refer to touching I will use either t ac t (n.) or t ac t i le (adj.) or t an g ible (adj.).)

Haptics
Haptics is certain experience of the world, envir onment and us, full and complex. It is a perception of
existing in the world, of being , not interchangeable with perception as such. Nonetheless, haptics
starts from perception.
I understand pe r c e p t io n as it has been elaborated by an ecological psychologist Ja m e s J. G i b so n (1983) and an anthropologist
T i m I ng ol d (1992). In this concept, the verb to se n se has dual comprehension: to de t ec t something and to h a v e se ns a ti o n . To
de te c t implies ac t i v e s ee k i n g of information (s ti m u l us ) by detection-systems, to ha ve se ns a ti o n connotes another double
meaning: either an a ct i v e o r pa ss i ve r e ce p ti o n of stimuli (p er c e pt i on ), or an accompanying se ns a ti o na l su bs t an c e that
entered our c on s ci o us n es s / su bc o ns c io u sn e ss - the f e e l in g (pleasant, painful). Both modes usually complement each other. A
paradox of s en sa t i on l es s p er c e pt i on can occur: either a p er c e pt i on completed despite missing sensual data: e.g. experiment of
series of pictures where a black circle on white background moves down and at certain spot, an invisible line, starts disappearing we assume there is an edge, a tunnel, s o m et h in g that makes it disappear, although we d o no t s ee it (see Gibson, 1983: 205); or a
pe r c e p t io n without recognizance of used sense: e.g. f ac i al v is i on of blind people - they 's en s e ' the wall in front of them but are
not aware of how (it is perceived through au di t or y ec ho de t ec t i on (see Gibson, 1983: 2)), they can even recognize a height of
buildings around them or a flat façade from an arcade (Buršíková).
Our s en s es are seen in the first meaning of the word, as d et e ct o rs, p er c e pt u al sy st e m s that are all and entirely participating,
ac t i v e, in the stimulus search / detection (do not mistake a ct i v e / pa ss i ve de te c t io n with a ct i v e / pa ss i ve st i m u la t io n :
pa ss i v e (i m p o se d ) st i m u la t i on - we are aroused by a push; ac t i v e ( ob t ai n ed ) s ti m u l a ti o n - we push into something (see
Gibson, 1983: 32)), and as such the entire systems pr o c es s the information. They are not, as an older and widely spread theory
imposed, mere ' ch a nn e ls o f se ns at i on ' , starting with d et e ct o r s and going through n er ve s to br ai n , where br ai n gets all the
credit for the processing. The brain is not even the o r gan iz e r in the system, the whole system "are ways of seeking and extracting
information about the environment from the flowing array of ambient energy" (Gibson, 1983: 5). Consequently, the se e k i ng a nd
ex tr a c ti n g does not happen in st e ps, whenever b ra i n receives a message, but rather fl u id l y, constantly.
The five perceptual systems (s en s es ) are not seen as m u t ua l ly e xc lu s i v e, but rather they ov e rl ap each other (Gibson, 1983: 4).
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This is in consensus with M au r ic e M er l ea u - Pon t y' s view. 'His' pe r c e p t io n is a special bordering condition: "At the point where
the two metamorphosis cross [the s ee i ng and the vi s ible ] what we call pe r c e p t io n is born." (1968: 178). Through the entire text
(1968) we get to know that se e in g and vi s ible is interchangeable with t ou c hi n g and t an g ible, and that: "every m o v e m en t of my
eyes ... has its place in the same vi s ible universe that I itemize and explore with them, as, conversely, every vi s io n takes place
somewhere in the ta c ti l e space. There is do uble and c r o s se d si tu a ti n g of the visible in the tangible and of the tangible in the
visible" (Merleau-Ponty, 1968: 166). This ov e rl ap p in g does not only occur between vision and touch: "those strange m o v e m en t s
of the throat and mouth that form the cr y and the v oi c e . Those m o v e m en t s end in so un d and I h ea r them" (Merleau-Ponty,
1968: 173). To conclude, the ov e rl ap p in g and a b on d o f i nt e r c h an g ea bi l i ty occurs among any combination of se ns e s and in
certain interpretation between both of their po si t i on s, sides (vision and visible, touch and tangible).

Each of us possesses different level of sensibility and r ecognition. It could be said each of us has
differently active detection systems or each of us selects different infor mation from ambient ener g y
(and the information is contained within different sensitivity thr esholds, focus (see ef fectivity in
Ingold, 1992: 46)). James J. Gibson referred to this when talking about 'ability of individual to detect
invariants' (1983: 3). As it will soon become clear, my conception of thr esholds of such r ecognition
covers broader range than now seems, therefore I will not call the subject sensitivity nor ef fectivity,
but rather sensibility. Nevertheless, it does not matter where our thresholds lie, how sensible we are,
each of us has immense capability to perceive haptically.
Haptics is not embedded exclusively in the envir onment nor exclusively in us. It is contained in both
and depends on behaviour of both, 'trade' between these two. But it is us, not the envir onment, who
we primarily consciously manage, therefore I will mostly refer to us and to our possibilities.
When talking about the en vi r o n m en t and the n at u r e I will refer to the anthropologist T i m I ng ol d (1992). His article alternates,
or rather refutes, the original ' cogn i t i vi s ts ' th e or y' (we can only act on the e nv i r on m e n t indirectly through medium of c ul t ur a l
r e p r e se n ta t io n ), while his 'e c ol og i c al t he or y ' supposes m u tu al i s m of the pe rs o n and the e nv i r on m e n t (Ingold, 1992: 40). As
he states, e nv i r on m e n t literally means 'something that s ur r ou nd s ', which logically presupposes existence of 'something to be
su r r o un de d ' (Ingold, 1992: 40). He quotes Lewontin: "There is no o r gan is m without an e nv i r on m e n t , but there is no
en vi r o n m en t without an o r gan is m ." (Ingold, 1992: 40 cf. Lewontin, 1982: 160). The classical 'ni ch e theory' sees en vi r o n m en t as
pr e - ex i st i ng sp a ce where each ' va se ' (an animal, a human being) needs to find its n ic h e (an alcove for the vase) where it would
fit. "The en vi r o n m en t sets the problem, challenge, the o r gan is m embodies the solution." (Ingold, 1992: 41). This theory ignores
fundamental property of human beings and animals: the pe r ce i v in g and a ct i ng in the environment. Ingold advocates r ec i p r o c al
r el a ti o ns h ip, an exchange - 't r ad e ' - between the or ga ni s m and the en vi r o n m en t , and he explains existence of two basic m o d es
of the world: 1) en vi r o n m en t = reality f or the world (when we are e ngag ed (with)in the world, it is constituted in r e la t i on to our
organism); 2) na tu r e = reality o f the world (when we di se n ga ge from the world and look at is as from o ut s id e, as in d e p en d en t
ob se r v e rs, as de si g ne r s - a ut ho r s ) (Ingold, 1992: 44). He argues both an i m al s and h u ma n b ei n gs are capable of pe r ce i v in g /
in t er a ct i ng with the en vi r o n m en t , but only h u ma n be in g s can d is e ngag e from the en vi r o n m en t to perceive it as na tu r e - from
ou ts i de (Ingold, 1992: 44). The mentioned (active) r e la t i on sh i p between the o r gan is m s and the en vi r o n m en t is seen as a
r el a ti o ns h ip between af f o rd an c es (o f f er i ng capacity or capability of the en vi r o n m en t (what the environment o f f er s ) (Ingold,
1992: 42 cf. Gibson, 1979: 127)) and e f f e c t i v i ti e s (r e c e p t io n and (r e- ) ac t i on capacity or capability of the organism (Ingold, 1992:
46 f. Cutting, 1982)): "Persons and environment should be understood in terms of a di ch o t o m y not between cu l tu r e and n at u r e
but between e f f ec t i vi t i es and a f fo r da n ce s." (Ingold, 1992: 51).

I said haptics starts from perception - but not all perception is haptics. Haptics needs envir onment, it
does not need natur e. Haptics can be perceived in engagement but it cannot be perceived in
detachment, from outside. Haptics is not a mode of authorship, construction without being in(side)
context, it is a mode of engagement, but any haptics is itself authorial.
To precede misunderstandings I will note that in the states like C a t ha r si s or S a mā d hi we can perceive haptics, as these states
combine (at the first glance contradictory) qualities of pu r e d is e ngag e m e nt and t ot a l en ga ge m e n t . It is actually at t h e s e s ta t es
where we can experience ha pt i cs most vividly and fully. For further elaboration see A bs o lu t e H a p ti c s chapter.

Haptics starts from perception but does not end with perception. There are at least two other
contributors to haptics: emotion and logic. The perception is a prime - it is a condition. The emotion
and the logic are secondar y contributors. Haptics cannot exist without perception but the two
contributors are not crucial to perceive haptically.
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'Perception' is what has been suggested under this term, including not only detection, but also
sensation (like e.g. pain). We can also call 'perception' neutral aspect of haptics.
'Emotion' is "a mental state that arises spontaneously rather than through conscious ef fort and is
often accompanied by physiological changes" for the dictionary (The American Heritage Dictionary
of the English Language, 2006). Despite the definition, emotion is manageable at certain level of
consciousness. Addressing haptics has no gravity in setting full theory of emotion. It is sufficient to
conclude emotion is the 'contributor of emotional qualities arising with perception' (e.g. liking or
disgust, sorrow or joy). We can also call 'emotion' lyrical aspect of haptics.
'Logic' is "the study of the principles of r easoning , especially of the structur e of pr opositions as
distinguished from their content and of method and validity in deductive r easoning" for the dictionary
(The American Heritage Science Dictionary, 2002). Re-phrased, logic is everything that has certain
logical structur e and is created consciously or unconsciously by r easoning . We may move back and
forth in the logical structure. The structure (r easoning) on one specific topic or conjoined topics (on
one perception or conjoined perceptions) constitutes nar ratolog y. Out of nar ratolog y we may
(through further r easoning , condensation and r estriction) distil a pure thread: nar rative. It will be
sufficient to conclude logic is the 'contributor of r easoning , structuring and deductions arising from
perception'; the 'potential for nar rative'. We can also call 'logic' epic or nar rative aspect of haptics.
The prime and the two contributors may and do overlap. Logic overlaps with emotion (strong
nar rative evokes emotional r eaction), emotion overlaps with logic (emotional r eaction can seed a
logical r easoning). Logic and emotion overlap with perception (in the field of haptics they both
arise from it), and obtained stimulation / perception (see above or Gibson, 1983: 32) can be
consequence of logic or emotion (we touch or look at something as the consequence of logical
r easoning or emotional ur ge).
These three do not complete haptics though. There is (and there is scarcely any e vidence of it,
except for the direct experience, it is not explanator y but experiential) a fourth component
(element in the ancient Greek use of the word) that I will lend the name 'meta-perception'. There
is no doubt of its existence - thanks to the irrefutable experience. Let's describe meta-perception as
something behind perception (that is obviously Greek meaning of the word meta), something that
adds unusual r oundness to perception, when experienced, that gives shar per shape to the things
(Gibson's invariants (1983)), that glues perception, emotion and logic (if these are present) with a
transpar ent glue of r easonless meaning , behind which, you can see, or rather you can anticipate -:
meta-perceive - this blurry undefinable.
Meta-perception is always pr esent if the perception is present, but meta-perception does not need to
be always consciously r egister ed, therefore it may seem absent.
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I m a ge 0 1: 'Our' Table

I ma g e 02 : 'Our' Table Decomposed
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Other Haptics
-- beginning of insertion -On the seashor e: salt of water (smell), tingle of salt in the eyes (tact); sound of waves (hearing); sound
of wind (hearing), sweep of wind, attack of wind and fine sand particles in the ears, hair, under blouse
(tact), on tongue (tact and taste); cold sweat (tact and taste), lick of the air, sea-salt oxygen dish,
ionized (taste), where is the vision? where is the SEE of sea, see of beach, of parasols, seagulls and
bikinis, nudists, children and sand castles, love romances, family trips and unfamiliar brands of icecream? Where is the see?
In our memories? In the taste under the palate? In the bush where we left our nude companion, our
first beautiful brown-tanned love, Annabel, standing, for eter nity - still naked today? On the jour ney
from the bush when all tastes played echoes that finally gave understanding to all incomprehensible
parasol versus suntan obsessions of adults? Where myster y was not sweetness but it was the secr ec y
that was melting banana ice-cr eam, cone of sweet uncovering?
Where did the vision get lost in all this? Is it impotent? is it impuissant under avalanche of taste, tact
and hearing? Where are the other senses? Did they get lost under the hail of wind / salt / waves /
sun / clouds / certain lilac's lilac of the exact thin moment in the sea-side air on the ver ge between
late after noon and dusk? Yes, they did, taste went away after Béchamel sauce, smell after espr esso and
tact after ice-cr eam, they do sleep, and sea, waves and seagulls do still r oar.
-- end of insertion -Hypothesis of Extreme of Haptics
As it has been pronounced, haptics cannot exist without perception because haptics is fundamentally
based on perception. There has been also noted the existence of fourth component: meta-perception.
If a state occurred where all five perceptual systems would withdraw, therefore entir e sensual system,
as we know it, withdrew: there would be no perception in the classical sense. Nonetheless, if the metaperception still functioned or occur r ed, we could call the result of meta-perceiving haptics.
Absolute Haptics and Meta-Perception
If we take one more look at extr eme of haptics, we realize it is a highly hypothetical state with almost
no occurrence in reality whatsoever. The definition of extr eme of haptics has been made in order to
challenge and complement absolute haptics.
It is hard to imagine a case where an or ganism would have all its perceptual systems completely
disabled and would be still alive. Simply, or ganisms need stimuli to live - without stimuli they die.
On o r gan is m s see Georg Feuser (2001): "Each o r gan is m can be understood only as an o pe n sy st e m oriented towards their
en vi r o n m en t in such a way, that during each communication cycle it c ha ng e s together with the environment. This referentiality
towards the w o r l d connects with referentiality towards it s el f ."
Further, Georg Feuser (2001) states that even a "seriously di sa bl e d person in deep c o m a must be seen as possessing ba si c
ps yc h o - s oc i al a bi l it i es that are representative for m an ". This means that by a (s o ci a l) c on t ac t one may be resuscitated or
brought back from c o m a . O r gan i s m needs st i m u li created by the third party if incapable of creating its own (its p er c e pt u al
sy s te m s are not capable of finding st i m u li in the world - a mb i en t en er g y ), to li v e . Without such supply of st i m u li (ba sa l
st i m u la t io n : e.g. petting one's hands with a rough object), the or ga ni s m and/or its organs ' ne c r o ti z e' and end fatally
(Buršíková).
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If extr eme of haptics talked about withdrawing all perceptual systems, absolute haptics will talk
about confusion of perceptual systems, or shortly, 'confusion of senses'. Confusion of senses differs
from former one radically. In confusion of senses some of following steps may occur in various order:
fiction of disabled sense / senses (it appears to us certain sense / senses are partially or fully 'fr ozen'
- e.g. tact. - we cease to feel anything tactilely), hyper-w orking sense / senses (extra-sensitivity will
occur), confusion of identity of a perceptual system (we will not know what system / systems
delivered perception to us - similar to sensationless perception (see Gibson, 1983: 2 and 205)).
The final stage of such confusion of senses I will describe as: 'parallel sensationlessness and
sensationfulness, attachment to and detachment fr om the environment; where eventually 'identity' of
senses will blur (the phenomenon that is felt behind Maurice Merleau-Ponty's writing (1968)) in such a
way they will be known as one complex sense with 'things perceived' as its complement. This sense will
be separable from our own identity as the 'things perceived' will be separable from the sense and
from our own identity, while all three will be known as one too; and the singular senses will stay
identifiable behind or between this one complex sense if focused on. The meta-perception, always
blurry and obscure, will put on unusual shape and sharpness. Contributors to haptics - emotion and
logic - will completely disappear, perception and meta-perception will stay; and while perception will be
known not to be part of our identity (it will be known to be complementar y, separated), metaperception will be known to be part of our identity (it will be known to be conjoined).'
' To k n o w ' , as used in this essay, means to be fu l ly awa r e o f , at all levels of k n o w l e dg e, not only e m ot i on a ll y or l og i ca l l y, but
through d i r e c t ex pe r ie n ce, it connotes one's fu s io n with the s ta t e m en t .
The final stage of a bs o lu t e ha pt i cs described above is comparable to already mentioned Sa m ād h i . Nonetheless, I have no
ambition to prove the sy no n y m y of both terms (st a te s ) or to refute it.

In absolute haptics, all, that has been only r easoned or anticipated, will become to be known, we will
become (part of) the envir onment and the envir onment will become (part of) us (compare to Ingold,
1992: 40), we will become inseparable part of the haptics and the haptics will become inseparable
part of us.
There is a hidden question that lies behind Extr eme of Haptics and that is: "Can meta-perception
exist without perception?" Or rephrased: "Do perception and meta-perception exist separately, do they
have a bond, do they exist as one?". It has been said that meta-perception always accompanies
perception. It implies the bond and the condition works at least one way. If the phenomenon of
r eversibility (that actually talks as much about existence of thr ee entities: one, tw o and something in
between as about r eversibility of one and tw o, Merleau-Ponty, 1968: 179) applies not only to senses
and the sensed but even beyond it, and I presuppose it does (this phenomenon actually applies to the
entire phenomenological point of view at this w orld, e.g. Tim Ingold (1992) showed that it works with
the same r ecipr ocation for the or ganism and its envir onment), there could be no meta-perception
without perception. Not because they are a 'complementar y couple', but because one is a bordering
condition for the other. As it will be shown further, meta-perception needs both bar riers, the seer and
the seen, to exist in between, the seer (perception) needs its complement the seen (perceived) and vice
versa, therefore all are co-existent only with each other; and meta-perception is conditioned by
perception that is conditioned by the perceived.
Furthermore, if or ganism without stimuli (therefore without perception because of the phenomenon
of r e versibility) cannot sustain living (Buršíková), there can be no concept of perception / meta-
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perception in such a case.
The last question that may help us in understanding meta-perception is what kind of relationship exists
between Merleau-Ponty's central theme of the 'flesh' and meta-perception.
' Fl es h ' is a mysterious e le m e n t , not matter, not mind, not substance, for Merleau-Ponty (1968: 170). So m e th i ng that occurs
between the v is i on and the v is i bl e, or the s ee i ng (the se e r ) and the se en ; or between the t a ct and the t an g ible, or the to u ch i ng
(the to u ch e r ) and the t o uc h ed . It occurs between the so un d and the e ar, between the w o rd and the un de r st a nd in g , the l an gu a ge
is certain state of fl e sh ("as though it were to change fl e sh , abandoning the f le s h o f t he b od y for that of la ng u ag e " (MerleauPonty, 1968: 178)). Flesh is no t ch ao s, it is t ex t u r e ; f o r m a ti v e m ed i u m of object and subject (Merleau-Ponty, 1968: 174),
co n c r e t e e m ble m of g en e ra l m at t e r of being (Baldwin, 2004: 247), fl e sh involves c le a r z o ne s that pivot op aq ue z on e s
(Merleau-Ponty, 1968: 175).
' Fl es h ' exists between me (se e r ) and the object, world (s ee n ), while s ee r is reflected in the s ee n , and the s ee n reflected in the s ee r ;
it exists b et w e e n me (s ee r ) and ot he r s ee r s - s ee r becomes fully vi s ible for himself/herself for the first time through o th e r se e rs
(Merleau-Ponty, 1968). ' Fl e sh ' are the m o ve m e n ts that go nowhere, that have no resemblance or a r ch e ty pe (facial movements,
gestures, throat and mouth voice (Merleau-Ponty, 1968: 173); every t ho u gh t known to us occurs to a f le s h (Merleau-Ponty, 1968:
173).

What if the 'unusual shape and shar pness' is made such through final shar pening of the flesh that
contains something or all from the visible (perceived) and something or all from the vision
(perception)? I see this phenomenon coming from the flesh, because I see the meta-perception as final
understanding of the vision and the visible, understanding of inseparability of the vision and the
visible, therefore understanding (literal seeing) the flesh; fusion of vision (perception), visible
(perceived) and the flesh; I see meta-perception as a fusion of anything that can be fused; and the only
obscurity that remains to illuminate is why, for the God's sake, "perception will be known not to be
part of our identity (it will be known to be complementar y, separated), while meta-perception will be
known to be part of our identity (it will be known to be conjoined)"? The explanation is simple and
has been almost pronounced already. While perception divides and classifies: one sense to senses, world
to entities, r elationship to seer, seen and the flesh; it creates particles, it places entities on a
backgr ound, it is phenomenological; meta-perception conjoins while keeping the limited concept of
particles sensed behind, with all its divisions and classes, perception anticipated behind, it is not
superficially phenomenological, but it is deeply phenomenological, not on the background but inside
the background, being the background. The clearer the meta-perception is the more we understand
(know) to be part of it, of haptics, to be it.
Roughening the Haptics
All this theor y of haptics, this implementation of new notion 'haptics', though hopefully
generally helpful and inter-departmentally applicable, has been written from a point of view of an
architect. However, I would like to emphasize that all ter ms are meant generally: envir onment is
meant as envir onment reasoned in Ingold (1992), senses and perception are meant as senses and
perception studied in Gibson (1983) or Merleau-Ponty (1968), haptics is defined and meant as
existing in r eal life.
In this chapter and in the second part of the thesis (Haptical Museum of Florence), architect's
mind will fully shape these terms. Envir onment will become the environment for and of an
architect or for and of an architect's object - an organism, person that encounters it (see Ingold,
1992: 44, for the difference between for and of), senses will become device in hands of an
architect - directly or indirectly sug gestible, haptics will become the stimulative concept or theor y
behind the device and I will walk along it as along a guidebook.
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The sensibility of people, including ef fectivity (Ingold, 1992: 46) and 'ability of individual to detect
invariants' (Gibson, 1983: 3) have been mentioned in several parts. Af fordances (Ingold, 1992: 42 cf.
Gibson, 1979: 127) of the environment have also been mentioned repeatedly. To bring af fordances
closer to architectural understanding, I will use a parable of touching: If the entire envir onment was a
surface to touch and if the tact of a hand was the only relevant sense to use in this envir onment, then
the af fordance of the surface would be its r oughness while the sensibility of the organism would be
the tactile sensitivity of its hand. The r ougher the surface was the less sensitive the hand would need
to be to r egister it and perceive its structure, the more sensible the hand was the finer and softer the
surface could be while still r egister ed and r ecognized by the hand. Since now on I will use the allegoric
term 'r oughness' when talking about 'architecturally interesting af fordance of the envir onment', but I
will still keep the word sensibility when referring to above described or ganism's (person's) sensitivity
thresholds.
The architectur e, and by a loop the architect then, has fundamental capability to amplify haptics.
I would like to note that I do not see the incapability to p er c e i v e ha pt i ca l l y as a pr o bl e m , I see it as a f ac t that may happen, or
even may be preferred, I do not want to co m p e l persons to p er c e i v e h ap t ic a ll y. My goal is to ' r ou g he n t he e nv i r on m e n t ' for
those who will themselves co n fo r m to h ap t ic a l p e r c e pt i on .

As denoted from all already written, the amplification may happen on either end of haptical
relation: either by 'practising the sensibility' or by 'r oughening the surface'. Indeed, both ways are
possible: let's call the first one 'active' and the second one 'passive' amplification. An architect
can of course scarcely 'practise' someone's haptical thr esholds or sensibility directly when he/she
will hardly even meet all the people that encounter his/her architectural inter vention. But the
architect can do so indirectly, through his/her inter vention. Carefully mastered piece of architectur e
has capability to bring up its users, to teach them: via careful composition of 'surfaces'
(envir onments) with varying level of haptical r oughness, where the users in the course of time start to
perceive finer and finer layers ; via architectural hints that will help them transcend to the finer level.
This is the long-term development, and presupposes the objects (people) will be either long-term users
of the inter vention (their house, their office), or they will live in entire heter otopia of such compatible
environments mastered by the same architect or different architects in consonance ('haptics
amplifying' city).
For the rest, if one does not have belief in such an 'Utopian city', and/or if an architect does not aim
at 'static' group of people (dwelling users, office users), it could be preferable to focus on passive
amplification. This is definitely more straight-forward, architect's task is to 'r oughen' the 'surface'
(envir onment) of his/her intervention, or r oughen the pre-existing envir onment by his/her
intervention (and ideally both in reciprocal complement) in such a way it is easier to perceive haptics
of the resulting envir onment (environmental af fordance increases). Then the environment will tease
us, pr ovoke us or just tell us about its existence more explicitly. This is probably what has been argued
as the atmospher e of architecture in countless writings and discussions, therefore I put myself in the
position to back up the importance of such atmospher e, although not to back up the obligation of its
amplification.
Most favourably, architectur e should include both modes: active and passive amplification of haptics.
I do not claim it is architecture's duty. But it is certainly architecture's potential and virtue, and virtues
just should be kept alive.
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Epilogue 1
Senses, as we think to know them, are lost. They are sleeping beauties. Senses, as we call them haptics,
are inside us, around us, in the cries of seagulls. Tact and vision are very nice words indeed. First is
wave in the sea, the other cloud on the sky.

I ma g e 03 : Table the 'Instrument of Florence'
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Part 2: "Haptical Museum of Florence"
How to Sense the City Differently (Haptics of the City)
Each place in the world, each 'point of the envir onment', cherishes in itself at least two
fundamentally different possibilities how to be explored.
The first way we will call the 'tourist's exploration' as it is the way nowadays most typically promoted
by tourist guides. It is the 'exploration minus exploring', where logical plan and pr e-gained
'knowledge' prevails over full perception, unexpectedness and spontaneous decisions (interaction
between the tourist and the envir onment).
I will use the term ' k n o w l ed g e' or to ' k no w ' in single quotes to give prominence to the in su f f i ci e n c y of ' k n o w i ng a sp ec t s' of
such ' k n o w l ed g e' , while to k n o w and k n o w l e dg e without quotes is understood in the opposite meaning, consistent with what
was defined earlier.

During such an 'exploration' we hardly perceive environment or 'flowing ar ray of ambient ener g y'
(Gibson, 1983: 5). Contrary to that, we mostly look for tangible, visual, acoustic or other pr oofs of
what we have pr e-lear nt. We, consciously or unconsciously, select only such aspects of the
envir onment that we have lear nt about from a book, a friend, a tourist guide, that are familiar to us
(but they never become known to us as we, with our pr e-gained 'knowledge', never allow us to fuse
with them, never let knowledge in). This kind of lopped perception is more the assurance that our
'knowledge' (and it includes partial 'knowledge', 'knowledge' of 'what I heard from a friend and I
don't really remember what he had said exactly') is true, than a result of exploration, full perception,
knowledge. There is no sign of meta-perception r egister ed in such an exploration, meta-perception
hides, itself small, behind our over-extensive 'knowledge'.
Sometimes, the haptical r oughness of the environment can be so gr eat that sensational experience
prevails over confor mation to 'pr e-known' ('it was much greater than I have ever expected').
Sometimes, one is of such sensibility that he/she can get easily beyond the 'tourist's exploration'
even when starting with 'tourist's exploration'. Nevertheless, none of these two happens very often
or lasts for long. The result of 'tourist's exploration' equals r eading the guide-book and gaining the
legal evidence of the read.
The second way we will call the 'alien's exploration' as if one was an alien, completely unfamiliar
with the place where he/she landed, and guided himself/herself only by the constant interaction
between him/her and the envir onment. This way rules 'pr e-knowledge' out of predominant influence
on exploring . You perceive the city fully (with full employment of perception within limits of your
sensibility and with potential contribution of haptical emotion and/or logic; with potential of clear er
or blur rier registration of meta-perception) - haptically.
To draw 'alien's exploration' closer to our experience or understanding I will give examples. One of
such well-known practices is 'getting lost in the city' . Imagine how a child feels and how perceives
the city when stranded alone in unfamiliar surroundings. After we rule out potential predominant fear
we get close to what we may experience when we 'get lost'. As if coming closer to absolute haptics,
contours will stand out, unseen visible will become seen (untouched tactile touched) and the city will
shar pen itself. Said roughly: we will see (perceive) the city from dif fer ent perspective.
Surprisingly, 'getting lost in the city' is applicable to your home city as much as to any other. This may
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help to understand the practice deeper. It does not refer to actual state of 'being lost' in a sense that
you do not know your position and orientation in the city. If you know or do not know it does not
make difference to the practice. On contrary, 'being lost' refers to being lost in connection with 'pr eknowledge' (without 'pre-knowledge'), being lost from tourist guides, behaving 'as if being lost',
perceiving pr esently the pr esence.
The 'alien's exploration' has been described as 'constant interaction between the person and the
envir onment'. Such interaction can be understood as an Ariadne's thr ead, thread embedded in the
explor er as much as in the envir onment, therefore a unique thread for each explor er, each
envir onment, each day or weather. Along this thr ead one is being guided and guides, while, by wisdom
of being (the operative principle of being), is confronted with experiences and encounters he/she
should be confronted with, constantly and mor e often than while ever looking for them consciously
and deliberately. One can carry as much 'pr e-knowledge' on this route as it does not hinder him/her
from following the Ariadne's thr ead, the 'pr e-knowledge' can unfold itself time to time during an
encounter as a 'r eminiscence', or can be constantly pr esent in background, but does not rule the
exploration, does not thwart 'following the thr ead'. 'Getting lost in the city' is the evoked need of
fusion with the envir onment (the city), the practice to stimulate perception and meta-perception, the
perception of haptics.
Another attitude to 'alien's exploration' can lead through r estrictive definition of the field of
perception. As it has been said, our perceptual systems 'seek and extract infor mation about the
envir onment from the flowing array of ambient ener g y' and doing so they 'select' the infor mation
(Gibson, 1983: 5). Senses of each of us tend to 'select' infor mation of slightly or radically varying
natur e, depending on our background, experience, 'learning' etc. - on us. Therefore it happens that
because of such our natur e we pass around other infor mation and 'miss' it (is not 'selected').
Shifting the focus point of 'field of selection' (within the realm of 'ambient ener g y') will lead to
stimulating 'selection' of such infor mation, or simply, to 'exploring unexplor ed'. Example of this
may be 'tying your eyes blind and walking through the city rubbing façades of buildings (cor por eal
'edges' of the city) along your way with your hand'. The perception and experience of such route will
be definitely dif fer ent from the perception and experience of the same route made without tying your
eyes blind. As 'one' sense gets suppr essed and the 'other one' stimulated, the focus point of 'field of
selection' shifts and the resulting perception or experience is different.
Rephrased, if all senses are one, and this sense is in interaction with the sensed (phenomenon of
r eversibility), the 'centr e of gravity' in the sense shifts and therefore 'centr e of gravity' ('field of
selection' the perception is 'inter ested' in) in the envir onment shifts.
Atmospheres
Roughening the Haptics chapter talked about architectur e's and architect's ability to amplify haptics
of the envir onment (passive amplification) and (in the long run, through his/her intervention) to
tune sensibility of its users (active amplification). I would like to note two extr eme positions that the
part of haptics that we call 'atmospher e', the certain subset of sum of passive amplification, active
amplification and the original preceding state of haptics, can take.
Roughening the Haptics can be denoted as 'amplifying the alr eady embedded haptics of the place
(point of the envir onment)'. It further denotes it is done so through 'walking in the tracks of such pr ePage 12

existing haptics'. Such confor mation or at least attention to the original state often hides under the
term 'contextual' in architectur e. Obviously, it is not the only truth.
If the complete confor mation to the pre-existing 'context' sets one extreme, absolute ignorance will
be on the other side. For the use in haptics, let's call the former case 'contextual amplification', while
the latter 'theatrical amplification', as it must, when not building on the fir m pr e-existing gr ound,
build out of the thin air, out of clouds and mist and ideas, bring the non-pr e-existing atmospher e to
the place, that means (without any pejorative colouring) - 'set up the theatr e'. While the contextual
amplification roughens the existing objects, material, stories (logic), emotions and history, theatrical
amplification needs to rely on a 'new' atmosphere, for eign to the place, material and history,
manufactur ed through a lot of smoke, sound and effect.
Three Tables
My project of a 'museum' for or of Florence (see Ingold, 1992: 44, for the difference between for and
of), or Flor ence as the museum, is completely w oven around haptics. First I understood haptics as the
tactile experience of the city, something that we (since the ancient Greece where vision prevailed over
other senses (Pallasmaa, 2005: 16)) could hardly experience during the ordinar y ('tourist's')
exploration. Experience of walking along Renaissance façade r eliefs and touching them instead of
watching them, experience of rubbing over curves of David's eyes and nose instead of distant eye
contact. Fast enough have I learnt haptics of the city is something much more complex, tangled and
manageable only through a sur r eal matrix (sur r eality: 'reality is not that simple').
I set three small haptical conditions in Flor ence. I find three points of the envir onment using certain
device, I take closer look at those places, examine and evaluate the pr e-existing haptical conditions,
then rectify the position. First place is well outside the centre in a village Erta Canina just off the
southern medieval wall. Second place is in the very heart of Flor ence almost at Piazza della
Signoria. Third place is on the southern river bank next to Ponte Vecchio.
Content of the first haptical condition is 'being located outside a city but anticipating interiority of
(other) 'city' - the small village'. Sur r ounded by narrow walls, street hallos and cries, Vespas and family
cafés, one needs to feel belongings of his/her 'cur r ent being', to the place where he/she is (inside the
village, other 'city'). When, led by architect's mind, 'table tops' and common reading of the close
sur r ounding (enveloped in the architectur e), he/she gets on a flight of stairs in the house of the café
owner's, at certain spot a visual connection is made between the seer and Flor entine cupola, that
evokes understandings: Localization of the seer: he/she is outside of Florence. Belonging of the seer
to Flor ence where he/she most probably came to the village from - discovering the pr e-existence.
Discovering the link between the village and Flor ence and r eaddr essing this connection as the link
between him/her now (of f the street, at the window sill) and him/her inside the village (at his/her
table in the street). Table-window, Flor ence-village, interiority-exteriority are three pairs inseparably
playing together, playing the game of haptical perception by three amplifications: perceptional
(perceiving / anticipating the village environment; anticipating / seeing Flor ence), emotional (Italian
bloke shouts at his girlfriend, man brought supply of oranges to the café and greets heartily with the
owner, unexpected private connection with the cupola, emotion of such a key-hole gaze), and logical
(the nar rative, logical structure explained above).
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I m a ge 0 4: First Table in Village Erta Canina

I m a ge 0 5: Third Table Near Ponte Vecchio
I ma g e 06 : Second Table at Piazza della Signoria
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This 'construction' is not a bare illusion of an insane architect's mind, it is shielded by the precedent:
Piranesi's keyhole in Rome. Although the setting of the nar rative behind is different, the gist and
the emotions are shared. Me, being a tourist in Rome, was guided to Aventine hill by a guide-book,
went there to confir m the 'pr e-known'. The genius of seeing St. Peter's cupola interiorized in such
unexpected conditions (fulfilling the hole with pr ecise outline; expected key-hole, unforeseen ef fect);
the pure device: the key-hole and the alley of hedges that enveloped my gaze and led it inevitably
towards the aim - was an explosion that tore guide-book's 'pr e-knowledge' to pieces and substituted it
with now, with knowledge. Although equipped with the guide-book's destination, I had not myself led
straight up the hill, instead I tried to follow Ariadne's thr ead winding along entanglement of streets.
Doing so I became the exterior part of a wedding , almost on a threshold of the key-hole. Out of
these two interiorities I took in and kept (meta-perceived?) something very solemn.
Content of my second haptical condition is 'being interiorized but not having full sight of the walls
surrounding, towers behind the walls'. You can only feel certain shadow on your shoulder. The
intervention is a nest, nested on a r oof just on the corner of Piazza della Signoria. The attic flat is few
steps from the tower of Palazzo Vecchio, but you, even standing on the roof, cannot see the tower over
a higher r oof of your neighbour's. Because the neighbour's r oof is not, after all, per manent, there
must be certain pr esence of the tower inscribed in the envir onment. I want to have the inhabitants
perceived what they cannot see but what is just ar ound the cor ner.
Being on the roof you are 'nested' (among other roofs), enclosed (within the safe ground), not really
looking further. To nest also means to pile up tables in English. The tables are piled up in my nest: a
table inside the attic - the family's inter nal dining table; a table outside on the roof - the family's
exter nal dining table; the table in between: the ter race growing from 'table-legs' (the attic columns
inside the attic) and towards the 'table-top' (the deck under the second table) above the r oof .
Nestedness of being inside the attic: you anticipate the table above you (exists in the vision) but you
don't really see it. Nestedness of being outside on the terrace: you anticipate the table under you (also
exists in the vision) but you don't really see it. The table in between (the terrace) is split between these
two worlds: you see half from inside and you anticipate the second half; you see half from outside
and you anticipate the first half. You can never see the table as whole, but it exists in the vision as
whole. You are only allowed to see the part that belongs to your nest.
Parable of Plato's cave precedes this intervention. You, tied in a cave, see only shadows moving on
the wall. Something that you do not know, that you can only anticipate, exists behind you. You lack
the courage to tur n around and find out (perceive) what it is. My inter vention shifts the story to a
different position: you 'know' the place where you are (the cave, the nest), you 'know' the surrounding
(exterior of the cave), you 'know' tower of Palazzo Vecchio. But your 'knowledge' may be the
'knowledge' of tourist guides. My cave - my table nest - puts you into the position where you perceive
only shadows of the truth behind your back (and you anticipate it exists whole in the vision, in the
tact, in the meta-perception), shadow of knowledge of the place. If you find the courage and turn
around, you will see (perceive; meta-perceive?) your sur r oundings from a dif fer ent perspective, not one
of 'knowledge' but one of knowledge, the truth.
Content of my third haptical condition is 'r elationship between two houses exactly located on the
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border of demolition from second world war'. Their relationship is connoted by suspension. First
building is an authentic historical house, r ebuilt and alter ed over the centuries but with genius of
continuity residing inside. Second building, the first house across the demolition edge, is a 'copy' of a
building that stood ther e before bombing, one of the fifteen houses demolished west of Ponte
Vecchio. The copy is not a facsimile (exact copy), instead, the 'new' building is distinctly higher, uses
different for mal language but poses as if genuinely historical. It have sheltered genius of
inter ruption. If the original house has shown its potential forte in contextual amplification, the 'new'
house weds unusual couple of theatrical pr e-existence (the aspect of theatr e was alr eady inserted
into the place after second world war) and the contextual amplification of that theatr e; because
simple theatrical amplification would erase already strong haptical r oughness for the new one in
cradle, that would need years to build up its strength.
The most striking difference you can find at the first glance (and by this you can easily deter mine the
boundary line of bombing without any preceding 'knowledge') is the height of floors projected on
façades as windows. The original house has kept medieval flooring: five meters high on the ground
floor, four meters high on the first floor, thr ee and something meters high on other floors. The 'new'
house was built with hardly thr ee meters distance floor to floor. I have said that the two houses create
pr ecise border, the quale between the touch of old brick and new brick, or more than quale, the flesh
of such touch. If the border was invisible, only inscribed in vision and tact but never seen or touched,
if only the floors that reveal true dif fer ence were the houses, and not the walls that talk the similar
language - just slightly colour ed in jar gon on one side, then the condition of such an encounter of
difference, between the genuine house and the house that resides on genuine genius but takes on
theatrical coat, would be suspension, suspension of such haptical quality in the mid-air and the
suspension of floors hanging like teeth without any walls (gums) to support them.
The 'copy' house does not only pose as a 'genuine historical evidence, sur vivor of past', but also as the
original complement to the genuine house, its believable mir r or. Paradox of it is that the 'new' house
really reflects certain quale of ingenuity by that, while the genuine house reflects certain quale of
theatricality, illusion of continued existence and its never-happened collapse. The flesh of the touch
between these two entities embeds something of the ingenuity, something of the theatr e, quale of
ingenuity on the theatr e, quale of theatricality on the genuine, and the suspension of these entities,
of the flesh somewhere in the mid-air.
The experience of being suspended is completely different from standing on the 'fir m'. It is not your
position that changes radically, it is the perception, the sensual systems interacting with the
envir onment (that is now the suspension), that deliver dif fer ent infor mation. City perceived fr om
suspension is a different city than the city perceived fr om 'standing on fir m gr ound'. Suspension
relies on different forces, different vectors, being suspended means losing fixed connection to the
gr ound (to the city). If one not only dines at suspended tables, but also dances on suspended
parquets, he/she almost literally penetrates the flesh of touch between his sole leather / her highheels and the air suppressed under the suspended, the haptics of suspension is complete.
And the Fourth One (Epilogue 2)
The project is not of thr ee, it is the project of one. If noticed, in each inter vention a table was used as
the main pr op, each inter vention complete was a 'wholer' table than that table. Even the last
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intervention, that kept silent about tables more than pr onounced them, is a project on table, where,
within that table two table-tops meet suspended in the mid-air, and on the top of them, around a
smaller-scale dining table (and wher e else would it be more fateful?), the dance is danced.
Ta bl e is a crucial ar t ef a c t in Florence. Everything happens around ta bl e . It starts from n ou r is h m e nt reception, goes over so c ia l
events and ends with ba n k in g (see Paul Pattinson's Design Thesis 1 project from 2009, M.Arch 1, University of Edinburgh). All
is c i r c u m s c ri b ed by a p hr as e existent in Florence: ' ta bl e a s lo n g as t he ri v er ' (Bartolini, 2005). Such a t able embeds sociocultural aspects, economy and trade, intelligence of assembly and technical knowledge.

It is not only 'tables', as tables are not only instruments or objects, nor material or histor y, but they
are mostly denotations of meal: socio-cultural event and well of life. As the meal is a permanent
bond of a table, the meal is also a bond of each of my inter ventions, museums. Meals usually tie to
specific time of the day, but some meals can be skipped, shifted, interchanged, as one does not eat
br eakfast while the other does, as one eats it at 6 am while the other just before noon, as lunch is the
main meal for certain nations or regions while dinner is the dish of the day somewhere else, so lunch
here is dinner there and dinner there is lunch here. My table in the village Erta Canina outside
Florence is inscribed as br eakfast, the table on the corner of Piazza della Signoria as lunch, the
suspended table on river bank next to Ponte Vecchio is dinner. They are all part of one whole: one
complete meal, one day.
My table (table of our table gr oup) is a device, even more instrumental than most tables. It is capable
to draw its legs, fold or unfold itself, it can r eposition and r eincar nate itself, it has power to r eset
conditions between places in Florence (see Image 03: Table the 'Instrument of Florence'). It has been
said that all thr ee sites had been pr edeter mined by a device: it was this device, the table. Table did not
invent relationships and conditions. It was the instrument of curation: pr e-curated conditions before
final curation: the one of the architect. All thr ee projects (tables), apart from complementing my
haptical understanding of Florence, apart from complementing each other, confor m to the forth
table, the key table, the 'instrument of Flor ence'.

I m a ge 0 7: Haptics of the First Table: Sloping Breakfast
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